Sacred Geometry 101 - What the heck do shapes have to do with the creation
of everything?!
Sacred Geometry is the language of creation; its principles are all around us, in our
bodies, plants, crystalline structure, ancient architecture, art, musical scales and more.
Did the “The Da Vinci Code” intrigue you? Come learn more about the
mysteries behind Leonardo Da Vinci’s art and the Fibonacci
sequence that was hidden in the original clue that kicks off the
novel/movie. Experience clarity and a meditative calm as we draw
and color shapes and patterns, and learn about ancient wisdom
teachings embedded within these symbolic records. Hands-on
session. Materials (compass, straight edge, colored pencils, paper)
provided, or bring your own. Includes course booklet to take home. No prior experience is
necessary. Just bring your open mind, interest and enthusiasm!

Class Schedule*: Tuesdays, June 9 & 16, 7:30pm-9:30pm (2 sessions)
Cost: $35, or $28 for friends of the Detroit Evolution Laboratory
* * *

Sri Yantra – Construction and Ancient Wisdom
Using the elegant principles of Sacred Geometry, you will learn how to construct the
ancient Sri Yantra, the visual expression of the highest Tantric doctrines & practice.
We’ll also discuss its meaning and use as a mandala in meditation to incorporate into
your personal practice. Materials provided, bring your own drawing compass &
colored pencils if you prefer (but not required). “Sacred Geometry 101” is a helpful
pre-requisite, but not required.

Class Schedule*: Tuesday, June 23, 7:30pm-9:30pm
Cost: $20, or $16 for friends of the Detroit Evolution Laboratory
*All classes will be held at Detroit Flyhouse located in The FD Loft Building, 3434 Russell St. Loft #302, Detroit,
MI. 48207

* * *
Instructor:
Leslie Blackburn, MS, is an accomplished and gifted engineer, artist, yogini, sacred sexual healer and
transformational guide. Through a successful technical career beginning in 1993, Leslie honed managerial,
presentation and speaking skills. Integrating these with her creativity and passion for the spiritual path led to
the creation of One Space, LLC, a conscious teaching/learning community and an avenue for the sharing
of her art. Her artwork incorporates the principles of Sacred Geometry and balance and is a flowing
exploration of the inner self as well as the power and beauty of the human form. Through her exploration
and practice of sacred sexuality/Tantra, she has experienced deep healing and release on a personal level
and is called to share this path of potential with others. Leslie’s personal path and work has been the
integration of the ever-unfolding feminine in body and psyche with masculine direction and purpose- Love
in action!

Pre-registration required,
please contact:

